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Codes of Alignment can change our position and
experience in the Matrix of Creation. Here is a small sample of some that have worked well
for many. To be said with sincere hearted feeling after contemplation.
1. Code for Support & Nourishment: "I am now connected to, and energized within, the
most supportive realms within the Matrix of creation, I am nourished and supported,
on all levels of my being!"
2. Code for perfect love hook-in: "Highest, most harmonious mutually enhancing
channels and perfect loving hook-in now!"
3. Code for 'All is well with all': "Perfect connections, DOW to DOW, for 'All is well
with all' paradigm. Access to support, insight, inspiration and fulfillment now!"
4. Code for Harmonization: "Perfect matrix connections for personal, global, universal
and interdimensional channels of harmonization, highest outcomes for all now!""
5. Code for physical body health: "Perfect physical functionality and re-energization
now! I am healthy on all levels of my being."
6. Code for Conflict Resolution & Cosmic Support: “I am now connected to the highest
paradigms that operate for the highest good of all within the matrix. I experience an
instant energy uplift to this place of love and wisdom now! I experience perfect
resolution to all areas of conflict in my life via the Triple Win Code!” (Triple Win
solutions are resolutions to areas of conflict, that provide beneficial outcomes for our
self, other people and our planet! Global Harmonization becomes much easier when
all that we do is good for all.)
7. Code for increasing health and happiness: "Perfect infusion chi field now - health and
happiness harmonic! I am full in love's light field - perfect chi infusion now!"
8. Code for alternate nourishment: "Light body alignment, matrix light food plug-in
now!"
9. Code for master gland alignment: "Perfect pituitary and pineal gland recalibration to
love wisdom harmonic now!"
You may also enjoy Jasmuheen's manual on self-mastery, "In Resonance" - Utilizing the
wisdom of the ages, In Resonance was written as a timeless manual for both personal self
empowerment and self mastery. In Resonance is filled with inspirational information of both
experiential research and channeled guidance from Jasmuheen and the Ascended Ones. The
predominant focus of this book is on bridging the worlds of science and religion, the realms
of the physical and etheric, plus the cultures of the east and west. In Resonance offers
practical tools utilizing simple and also more complex meditations, specific programming
techniques for tuning, mind mastery for reality creation and creating a purposeful and
passionate existence. It addresses issues from meditation to telepathy and Universal Laws
plus the existence of the Brotherhoods of Light. For more ... AU$5.55 for e-book download.
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